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Abstract
Severalrecent trends have changedthe usageand usersof schemas
beyond those of a databaseadministrator’s tool for describing
databasecontents. Distribution of computing power to the desk-top
and increasing needsfor datamanagementhave broadenedthe base
of schemausersto include peoplewho arenot databaseexperts.The
advent of graphical user interfaceshas brought schemasinto use as
templatesfor a variety of databaseoperationssuch as query specification and browsing. Such changesdemandadvancedschemamanagementtechniques,primarily schemavisualization, in order to support productive interaction betweenincreasingly novice usersandincreasinglycomplex schemas.In this paper,we presentOPOSSUM,a
flexible, customizable,and extensible schemamanagementsystem.
Working within the establishedparadigmof schemaediting through
direct manipulation, OPOSSUM employs several novel techniques
to offer the following capabilities: enhancementof schemavisualizations with user-specific information; exploration of schemas
through choice of visual representations;and creation of new visual representationstyles when existing ones prove unsatisfactory.
We discussthe architectureof the systemand the methodologythat
guided its development, and illustrate its most important features
through examplesof how it hasbeenused. OPOSSUMis operational
and is in use by three groups of experimental scientistson the University of Wisconsin campusas a tool for experiment and database
design.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, databaseschemashave beendeveloped,examined, and modified by specializeddatabaseadministratorsusing stylized data definition languages. The primary role of
these schemashas been to define the information content of
the database. Today, several trends are expanding this limited usageand user base. Distribution of computing power
to the desk-top and increasing needs for data management
have broadened the base of users who must interact with
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databaseschemasto include people who are not databaseexperts. These non-expert’ users need to design and access
their databases,yet they have no desire to learn or use arcane databaselanguages. Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
provide more user-friendly accessto schemas,and tend to
broaden the role of schemas,using them as templates for
otherdatabaseoperationssuchasquerying andbrowsing. The
growing number of non-expert users and increasing schema
roles demandimproved techniquesandtools for schemamanagement.
Schemavisualization2 is the key issuethat arisesin any attemptto provide improved tools for schemamanagement.Improved schemavisualization is particularly helpful for nonexperts, but it aids all users interacting with the databaseor
sharing information about the data among themselves. It is
also a tool to aid in the managementof large and complex
schemas;diagrammaticpresentationsare generally easier to
understandthan text, and different visual styles can be usedto
highlight or filter out different schemainformation. Although
existing databasesystemsand prototypes support GUIs that
presentschemasin non-textual ways, these GUIs do not address all of the challenges posed by complex schemasand
non-expert users. Most of them provide little flexibility, supporting only a single hard-wired visual style.
To bettersupportschemavisualization, we have developed
a Desk-Top SchemaManager (DTSM) called OPOSSUM
(Obtaining PresentationsOf SemanticSchemasUsing Metaphors). OPOSSUMfollows the establishedGUI paradigm in
supporting creation and modification of schemasthrough direct manipulation of schemavisualizations. It is unique, however, in offering all of the following capabilities:
1. Externally Dejned Data Models and Visual Styles: Arbitrary visual representation styles for schemas in any data
model can be defined by the userin a declarative andextensible manner.Thus, the processof schemavisualization is not realized through hard-wired code,but through
external definitions provided by the user.
2. Personal and Aesthetic Information: Schemavisualizations can be enhanced with user-specific annotations and
1We usethe term “non-expert” to refer to userswho are not databaseexperts,regardlessof their expertise in other areas.
2Schemu visualization describesa representationof the information of a
schemathat a personcan look at, or the processof creating such a representation from a schema. Visual style refers to the generai form of a schema
visualization.

aestheticpreferences.In other words, it is possibleto visually capture information that is important to the user,
yet not neededby the underlying database.
3. Multiple Visual Styles: Multiple visualizations can simultaneously exist for the sameschema,so that a user
can switch back and forth betweenthem during schema
exploration whenevera different visual style is desired.
4. Mixed Usual Styles: Mixed visualizations of a schema
can be created, where different parts of it are presented
using different visual styles, each style emphasizing
somethingdifferent.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe how OPOSSUM achievesthesecapabilities, discussingthe architecture
of OPOSSUM,the methodology that guided its development,
and its most important features.
OPOSSUM has been developed as part of the user interface to ZOO, an ongoing effort to develop a Desk-Top Experiment ManagementSystem3. The goal of ZOO is to enable scientists to managethe entire life-cycle of their experimental studies via a single uniform desk-top interface. This
is achieved by placing the conceptual/logical schemaof the
experiment data at the center of ZOO. Whether designing a
study, invoking an experiment, querying the data, or analyzing query results, a graphi.calpresentationof the schemais
usedto perform the activity; in essence,the schemacaptures
the experimental study itself. Schemasin ZOO are basedon
the MOOSE object-orienteddatamodel [37], which is similar
to many other object-oriented or semanticmodels. (MOOSE
schemasare usedin many of the examplesin this paper.)The
needsof several experimental scientists collaborating in the
developmentof ZOO have led us to realize the importanceof
improved andflexible schemamanagementandhavebeenour
main guide in the design and implementation of OPOSSUM.
OPOSSUM is currently usedby someof these scientistsfor
experimentanddatabasedesignandtheir overall feedbackhas
beenvery positive.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a more thorough definition of a Desk-Top Schema
Manager and its functionality. Section 3 outlines our formal
approachto visualization. Section 4 describesOPOSSUM,
the DTSM that we have implemented. Section 5 presentsexamplesof how OPOSSUMsupportsvisualization of different
information. Section 6 describesrelated work, and Section 7
summarizesand offers conclusions.

2. Desk-Top Schema Managers
A Desk-Top SchemaManager may be generally defined as a
tool to allow all kinds of usersto view, comprehend,and manipulate schemasin all the roles schemasplay. In order to understandthe functionality of a DTSM in more detail, it is first
necessaryto consider how userswill work with it.
3Nat~rally, the various modules of ZOO am namedwith acronymslike
MOOSE, FOX, EMU, LOBSTER, and of course,OPOSSUM!
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2.1

Modes of User Interaction

A user of a Desk-TopSchemaManager may interact visually
with the system in one of the following three modes: creation/modijcation of visual styles, creation/modification of
schemavisualizations (with analogous effect on the underlying schemas),and exploration of schemas. These do not
necessarilyoccur independently,but their separationhelps in
identifying their properties.
In visual style creation and modification, a user describes
new ways to visualize schemas,or changesexisting visual
styles. Theseare then usedduring the other two modesof interaction for visual representationof schemas.
In schemacreation and modzjkation, a userconstructsa visualization that capturesthe structure of the underlying data
schema,as well as any personal information and aesthetic
preferences.This is done through visual manipulations that,
basedon their effects, may be classified as follows: editing,
which affectsinformation in the underlying data schema,enhancing, which affectspersonal annotationsbut not the data
schema,and embellishing, which affects only the aesthetics
of the visualization.
In schemaexploration, a usersimply examinesthe schema.
The most powerful tool to aid this task is dynamic, finegrainedflexibility of visual representation,allowing a schema
to be visualized using arbitrary styles. Other useful tools include hard copy output (paperprovides unsurpassedportability and resolution, and the ability to piece together visualizations larger than any computer screen),as well as traditional
operationssuch as zooming andpanning.
2.2

Functionality

Given the schemamanagementneedsdiscussedin Section 1
andthemodesof interaction describedabove,a DTSM should
offer the following capabilities with respectto functionality
and flexibility, which are not found in current databaseGUIs:
l Supporting evolution in the fundamental visual styles.
Over time, usersmay find existing visual stylesunsatisfactory
in highlighting the important aspectsof their schemas.They
should be allowed to changethe styles to reflect this. Thus,
the visual styles should not be hard-wired into the system.
l Allowing users to add personal information to schema
visualizations beyond that which the databaseneeds. Each
(group of) user(s)may have a different view of the high-level
organizationof the schemaand may needto expressdifferent
conceptson top of the data model. To capture these varied
concepts,a DTSM must appearto operatewith potentially a
different data model for eachuser.
l Accommodating the varying sensesof aesthetics betweendifferent users.Usersshouldbe permitted to changethe
appearanceof schemavisualizations, and the system should
maintain it to the greatestextent possible.
l Providing choice in visual representation. There are
many ways to visualize schemainformation, and users may
differ over which they find most intuitive. In addition, visual styles that work well for small schemasmay not scale

up, and different styles may highlight different aspects of a
schema. A DTSM should provide a choice of different representations for the same schema; this choice should be available in any granularity, so that it can be made independently
for individual pieces of the schema, and also dynamically, so
that a user can easily flip between different representations
during schema exploration.
2.3

Example

The last three desirable capabilities mentioned above are illustrated in the following example. Consider an object-oriented
database storing information on various Companies, which
consist of Departments, Employees, and Buildings, where all
four of these entities are captured as classes. Figure 1 shows
a visualization of this database schema in the form of a graph,
where classes and relationships appear as nodes and edges,
respectively.4
Assume that a user wishes to represent the personal information that Employees, Addresses, and Floors are more important than the other classes. A DTSM should allow users to
express such information: in Figure 1, the important classes
are given a different background color.

boxes, one for each relationship it has to another class.
Clearly, both visualizations are equivalent in capturing the
database schema and the personal information. It is also clear
that there are trade-offs in the quality of the two visual representations. Figure 1 is better at showing global structure
and transitive relationships. On the other hand, it is worse at
showing immediate relationships because there may be very
long edges and many edge crossings. Figure 2 brings out local structure better in such cases.
Note that the user may also affect the aesthetics of a visualization: in Figure 1, the shared classes, Floor and Address,
are moved below the others to make it easier to identify them
and to reduce spatial density of edge crossings. The specific
placement reflects no schema or personal information, and is
therefore not captured in Figure 2 where such layout is unnecessary.

3 Visualization

A database system is able to manage many different data arrangements using a declarative description of the data, i.e., the
schema, and generic components for storing and manipulating the data. To manage schemas as described in Section 2, a
DTSM must take a similar approach: use declarative description of schemas and their visualizations, and generic methods to manipulate them. These cannot be developed in an ad
hoc manner; the design and implementation of a customizable
and extensible schema manager must be based on a formal understanding of the interplay between schemas and their visual
presentations. In this section, we briefly discuss the formalism
of the visualization process underlying the design and development of OPOSSUM, which is presented in detail elsewhere
r171.
3.1

Figure 1: A simple schema using a graph style.

Figure 2: The same schema using a containment style.
Figure 2 shows a different visualization of the above
schema. This time a containment representation is used,
where each class appears as a box containing a set of smaller
4All figuresin this paper showing example schemashave beencreatedas
PostScriptoutput from OPOSSUM.
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Methodology

Overview

As is well known, every database schema is an instance of
some data model, and a data model essentially defines a set
of valid schemas for that model. In exactly the same way, we
introduce the notions of a visual model and a visual schema.
A visual schema is just a visualization rendered on a screen,
drawn on paper, or otherwise expressed. It is always an instance of a visual model. For example, a specific graph drawn
on the screen with its nodes and edges in specific locations is a
visual schema, and the set of all possible such graph drawings
is defined by a visual model that specifies their general look.
The primary contribution of our framework is that it brings
visualizations and visual models to the same level as traditional “data” schemas and data models, demonstrating duality between the two. Hence, the basic techniques that are applied to translate schemas between different data models [24]
can also be applied between visual and data models. Such
a translation establishes a correspondence between a schema
and its visualization (visual schema). In particular, we introduce the notion of a visual metaphor, which is defined as a
mapping from (the elements of) a visual model to (the elements of) a data model. Through this mapping, one is able to

assignmeaning to a visualization (visual schema)in termsof
the underlying data schema,e.g., a rectanglein an E-R graph
indicates an entity set in the underlying E-R schema. In our
framework, both the visual and data models and the visual
metaphor may be specified declaratively: the models as instancesof a me&model, and the metaphor as a set of pairs
of elementsfrom these models. Thus, schemavisualization
doesnot have to be realized through hard-wired code,but can
be establishedexternally in an extensible way.
With the above framework, it becomeseasyto define different ways to visualize schemasof any given datamodel. All
that is required is the specification of different visual models
and correspondingvisual metaphorsto the samedata model.
Moreover, given multiple metaphors,one may combinethem,
which permits schemasto be displayedwith different parts visualizedthrough different metaphors.
Another benefit of the aboveformalism stemsfrom the fact
that visual models usually offer many more degreesof freedom in visual representationthan is necessaryto capture the
characteristicsof a data model. For example,the locations of
the nodesof a graph visualization carry no meaning with respectto the graphitself, so no matterhow a graphis laid out, it
still hasthe samemeaning. Thus, evenwhen using a single visual metaphor,one data schemamay be representedby many
visual schemas.This plurality of representationcanbe usedto
capturepersonaland aestheticinformation, discussedearlier,
both of which do not reflect information in the data schema.
Personalinformation is encapsulatedin a supersetof the data
model called the personal model. It is visualized through an
enhancedvisual metaphor from the visual model to this personal model. Aesthetic information is capturedin the parts of
the visual model not mappedby the metaphor.Figure 3 shows
the relationships between data, personal, and visual models,
along with the original and enhancedvisual metaphors.
(

Visual Model

‘,

Aesthetic Info

Figure 3: The Various Models and Metaphors.
3.2

A Brief Example

A complete discussionand examplesof model and metaphor
definitions appearselsewhere [17]. The crux of the formal* ism is that models are describedin terms of primitive types5,
atttibutes of those primitives, and possible values of the attributes. Models also include constraints that must be satisfied by every schemain the model. Metaphors are defined as
mappings between the parts of the models. A simple exam5To avoid any confusion,we should note that we use ‘primitive type’ as
a shorterversion of ‘type of primitive’, indicating a fundamentalmodeling
element/construct,and not as a qualified noun phrase,indicating a type that
is basic/simple.
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ple of such a mapping is demonstratedin Figure 4. The visual model includes a primitive type that appearsas a rectangle with two labels inside. The data model includes the primitive type “Class”, which has attributes Name and Rind, and
the Rind attribute hasa setof allowable values. The metaphor
establishescorrespondencesbetweenthe two primitive types,
their attributes,and possible values,giving meaningto visual
schemas.
Data Model
Visual Model
Class

4

Name

4

Kind

4
Tuple
set

Label-l
Label-2

-I<
*

0
.
.
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Data

Schema
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Stress”
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Figure 4: Metaphor example,with correspondingschemainstantiations.
3.3

Impact of Visualization
Flexibility

Methodology

on DTSM

The visualization methodology described above establishes
the foundation upon which a DTSM like OPOSSUMmay be
built to provide all of the necessarycapabilities listed in Section 2.2. Declarative definition of models and metaphorsallows users to introduce them in an evolutionary way based
on their changing needs(first capability). Customized personal models allow users to enhance schemavisualizations
with user-specificannotations(secondcapability), while any
unusedelementsof a visual model allow the user to aesthetically improve schemavisualizations (third capability). Finally, support for multiple and mixed visual models allows
usersto view the sameinformation in multiple ways (fourth
capability).
All usersof a DTSM will sharethe samedata model, but
each one may have a distinct personal model. In addition,
there may be severalvisual models with as many or more visual metaphorsmapping between them and the various personal models. Finally, for a given schema,personal model,
visual model, and metaphor, there may be multiple visual
schemasdiffering only in aestheticinformation. This extensive plurality of representationopportunities, the sourceof the
power of a DTSM, is graphically depicted in Figure 5.

4 Design and Implementation of OPOSSUM
4.1

System Architecture

and Implementation

Figure 6 showsthe overall architectureof OPOSSUM,which
consistsof three main components:the schema manager, the
meta-creator, and the storage manager. The schemamanager supports schemacreation/modification and exploration
(Section 2.1) and can be used by non-experts. It consistsof

/

Finally, the third component provides storage and input/output to the first two componentsfor models,metaphors,
and schemas. Through generic code, it offers storage to
ASCII files on disk. In addition, it can communicateschema
information with external programs for further processing.
When a model is defined for OPOSSUM, the definition includes a list of external programsthat may be invoked by tbe
userto processschemasof that model. Examplesof suchprocessing include sending the schemato the database,applying an automatic layout program to a visual schema,or producing statistics about a schema. These external programs
are necessarybecauseschemasin different models must be
treateddifferently, e.g., a relational schemawill be sent to a
different databasethan an object-orientedschema.We should
also mention that the StorageManagerseparatesthe parts of a
schemathat are meaningful to the data model from thosethat
are not, permitting many visual schemasin many visual models basedon the sameunderlying data schema.

Personal\

Figure 5: Plurality of representationopportunities.
4.2 A ‘Demo’ of OPOSSUM

User
Screen
Comniands II lnfn

Model/Metaphor
Desians

Modeb
Metaphors

,

11

Metaawrsxs’l$ls,

ASCII
l-l=
I

Figure 6: The Architecture of the OPOSSUMDTSM.
two modules. Module I acceptsas input descriptionsof data
models,visual models,andmetaphors.Just asa databasesystem can managedata given a schema,Module I can manage
schemasgiven this model and metaphorinformation. At runtime, models, metaphorsand schemasare representedas instancesof C++ classes,and all operationson them are managedby methods. Module II usesInterViews [23] to convert
visual schemasto screenobjects. Given any specific visual
model and metaphor,this code provides direct manipulation
tools for creating, modifying, exploring, and printing schema
visualizations.
The second component, the meta-creator,supports creation/modification of models and metaphorsand is intended
to be used by relatively knowledgeablepeople. Ideally, the
schemamanager should be used for me&creation through
meta-models and a visual meta-metaphorthat capture the
structureof models and metaphors.
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In this subsection,we describehow OPOSSUMoperatesand
how users interact with it. Assume, for example, that a
user wants to use OPOSSUM to manageMOOSE database
schemasandprefersto view them asgraphs. The user(or possibly a more knowledgeabledesigner)must first usethe metacreatorto define the MOOSE datamodel, a directed graph visualmodel (like that seenin Figure l), a metaphorbetweenthe
two, and any external functions neededto communicatewith
the database.Once thesemodels and metaphor are in place,
the usercan invoke the schemamanager.Using the model descriptions, the systemcustomizesitself to work with schemas
of those models. An example of this customization is shown
in the screendump of Figure 7.
Near the top of the window; the “File” and “Edit” menus
provide several generic capabilities for file operations (e.g.,
printing a schemaor saving it to a file), as well as visual
manipulation (e.g., cut, paste, zooming, panning, etc.). The
“Mlsc” menucontainsanoption for eachof the model-defined
external schemaprocessing programs mentioned in section
4.1 (e.g.,it might include a program for sendingthe schemato
a database).On the left, thereis a column of buttons,eachbutton defining a modefor direct manipulation of screenobjects.
There are generic buttons (e.g., to select, move, or stretch)
and buttons specific to the visual model. In particular, there
is a button for eachprimitive type of the visual model which,
when selected,permits the generationof correspondingprimitive instances.When thesetypesaremappedby the metaphor
to primitive types in the Data Model, the buttons are labeled
with the Data Model type names. In Figure 7, there are two
model-specificbuttons, one for the Class primitive type and
onefor the Relationshipprimitive type. By selectingthe Class
button, every subsequentmouse click on the drawing area
generatesa graph Node, which is mappedby the metaphorto
a Class in the underlying data schema. By selecting the Relationship button, a subsequentmouseclick startsthe process

Figure 7: The OPOSSUMInterface, using the EditTool.
for the generation of an Edge?in which the systemasksthe
user to specify the two Nodes connectedby the Edge.
The difference in systembehavior for Node or Edge creation is not achieved by any specializedcode written explicitly for the graph/MOOSEmodels. It is genericcodethat takes
into accountinformation that exists in the models. For example, the model specifiesthat the Edge primitive type has two
attributesof type Node whosevaluesmay not be null. As a result, the systemknows that it must askthe userto indicate two
Nodes whenever an Edge is created. Thus, OPOSSUMuses
the declarative definition of modelsand metaphorsto capture
not only appearancebut behavior of visualizations as well.
In addition to creating instancesof the various primitive
types of the visual model; a usermay also want to changethe
valuesof the attributesof someof theseinstances.Spatial (location) and textual attributescan be modified directly through
the ‘Edit-Text’, ‘Move’, and ‘Stretch’ buttons. All other attributes are modified using the, ‘Edit’ button. When ‘Edit’ is
selected,a mouseclick on a visual primitive ‘instanceresults
in the appearanceof a pop-up menu with all the primitive’s attributes that are relevant to the areaofthe click. By choosing
one of the menu entries, a dialog box appearsthrough which
one may specify a value for the correspondingattribute. An
exampleof the processis shownin Figure 7, wherethe system
is in ‘Edit’ mode,the menu with attributesof a Node primitive
hasappeared(the Node being barely visible below the menu),
and the text of the central label of the Node has been chosenfor modification. Note that the attributesaredistinguished
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into thosethat are mappedto the underlying data model (e.g.,
Label.text mappedto ClassName)andthosethat simply affect
aesthetics.If a personalmodel hadbeenspecifiedaswell, then
the attributesin the pop-up menu would have beenpartitioned
into three categories.
4.3 Implementation Status
The current implementation of OPOSSUM consistsof about
3 1K lines of C++. It provides the entire spectrum of functionality describedabove, with the exception of a few issues
on which work is still in progress(but close to completion).
Specifically, the storage managercannot yet store personal
and aestheticinformation in -an underlying database;this is
currently stored in ASCII files only. In addition, the metacreator does not use the capabilities of the schemamanager,
insteadrequiring modelsand metaphorsto be specifiedasexpressionsin a formal grammar. Work is under way to allow
meta-editing of models; a completemeta-modelhasbeendefined and is undergoing testing.
Due to the diverse hardwareenvironments of our collaborating scientistsin ZOO, we have strived to maintain portability. Thus, OPOSSUMcurrently runs on severalUnix workstation platforms, including DecStations,HP Snakes,Sun SparcStations, and SC1Indigos. As for underlying databasesystems, we have developed code to communicate schemasto
both Informix and the MOOSE-baseddatabasesystemused
in ZOO.

Figure 8: The input of the Cupid simulation model as a MOOSE schema,createdusing OPOSSUM.

5

Case Studies: OPOSSUM in Action

At present, we have used OPOSSUM with the Relational,
MOOSE, and E-R data models, in each caseusing a variety
of visual models and metaphors.The visual model of graphs
has proved to be meaningful for all three data models, especially enriched with primitives for capturing abstraction(described in Section 5.2). We have also used OPOSSUM beyond schemavisualization, asthe core of query and object visualization tools for ZOO. This sectiondescribeshow OPOSSUM can be used for different kinds of schemasand other
data. Special attention is given to how OPOSSUM can be
used to support the complex functionality of visual abstraction.
OPOSSUM is currently used by scientists in Genetics,
Biochemistry, and Soil Sciencesto design schemasfor their
databasesor experiments. The feedbackin all caseshasbeen
very positive, especially with respectto OPOSSUM’seaseof
use: people are able to learn the systemand then organizeand
layout large schemaswith hundreds of classeswithin a few
hours. This informal feedbackfrom our usershasproved very
valuable; as our user baseexpandswe intend to do mare organizedusability assessmentsto better tailor the operationof
OPOSSUMto its intended users.
5.1

Cupid, MOOSE, and a Graph Visual Model

A group of soil scientists have used OPOSSUM to layout a
MOOSE schemadescribing the parametersof Cupid, a FORTRAN simulation model of plant growth [19, 201. The input part of the Cupid schemaalone has 159 classes(seeFigure 8). The visual model is that of a directed graph, where
Nodes and Edgesrepresentclassesand relationships,respec533

tively, Node shapeand a text field representclass kind, and
the Edge’s line pattern indicates the type of the relationship.
The tool has brought substantial improvements in the scientists’ work. Before OPOSSUM,the soil scientists’ only referenceto Cupid was the input data file to the Fortran program,
which had grown increasingly fractured and confusing over
the years. They now usethe visual schemaof Figure 8 astheir
referencein thinking about the model, planning experiments,
and explaining experimentsto other scientists.
5.2

Grouping:

a Means of Visual Abstraction

Large schemaspresenta major problem for schemamanagers;
it is often difficult to convey both large-scale structure and
fine details. In this section, we focus on abstraction, a wellknown approachfor managinglarge graphs. We demonstrate
how OPOSSUMcan be customizedto support it, illustrating
in the processseveral featuresof the system. The easewith
which this is done provides a casestudy of the flexibility and
extensibility of our tool.
5.2.1

Problem

During schemaexploration, a useroften wants to seeboth the
high-level structure of schemasand their fine details. Due to
size and resolution limitations of common displays, however,
any attempt to view a very large schemain its entirety will
result in text and possibly shapesthat are too small to decipher,obtaining neither the overall structure nor the details. In
particular, when large schemasare displayed as graphs, the
amountof Nodes,Edges,and Edgecrossingsmay limit many
of the advantagesof such a metaphor(e.g., Figure 8).

Figure 9: The CUPID input schema,Grouped.

Figure 10: Cupid, abstracted.

J

Figure 12: Cupid, partially abstractedanother way.

Figure 11: Cupid, partially abstracted.
One establishedapproachto this problem is Grouping, i.e.,
to recursively permit subgraphsof a visual schemato form a
single abstractunit, a Group. A Group may be collapsed, i.e.,
displayedasa single Node with its constituentsubgraphinvisible, or expanded, i.e., displayedwith the entire subgraphvisible. Grouping hasbeenproposedand implementedin the past
[3, 4, 361, although not always on the scale describedhere.
Unlike zooming, which shows the samedetail at a smaller
scale,Grouping showslessdetail at the samescale. By drawing only high-level Groups, the overall structure of a complex schemacan be clearly shown. By expanding the subgraphsof selectedGroups, the details of thesesubgraphscan
be clearly seenas well. As an example,Figure 9 presentsthe
sameschemaas in Figure 8, only partitioned into rectangular Groups. Figure 10 shows the schemaat its highest level
of abstraction, with only eleven Groups and Nodes. Finally,
Figures 11 and 12 show the internal structure of one and two
top-level Groups,respectively,allowing study of their details.
5.2.2

above, we introduce a new primitive type called a Group.
Both the Node and Group primitives are given a ParentGroup
attribute, which takesvaluesamongthe instancesof Group in
any schema.Also, a Group has an expandedand a collapsed
visual representation,the choice betweenwhich is controlled
by the value of a Representationattribute, which makesthe
resulting metaphormixed. In the expandedrepresentation,a
Group appearsas a large box with a label at the top. In the
collapsedrepresentation,a Group appearsthe samesize as a
Node.
In addition to the above,the model has severalconstraints
to ensurethe visual integrity of a schemawith.Groups, among
which the most important are the following:
1. In the expandedrepresentationof a Group, if the footprint of a Node or Group c is within the footprint of a
Group p, then c is a memberof p.
2. The footprint of a Group is no smaller than the footprint
of all its members.

Grouping as an Example of a Mixed Metaphor

Grouping has already been seen in several systems, e.g.,
QBD* [3], SUPER [4], and others [36]. Below we describe
how it is realized in OPOSSUM, with little effort, as an example of a mixed metaphor.
Working with the typical graph visual model described
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3. In the expandedrepresentationof a Group, all its members are visible.
4. In the collapsedrepresentationof a Group, all its members are invisible.

5. When a Group’s expandedlocation changes,the locations of its memberschangeby the sameamount.
Given the multiple representationsof Groups and the potential invisibility of Group members,visibility of Edgesbecomes an issue as well. To addressthis, the visual model
is enhancedwith a GroupEdge primitive type. GroupEdges
connect collapsed Groups when those Groups have members that are connected,as for example, in Figure 10. ConFigure 13: Part of the NMR Relational Schema.
straints similar to the aboveare definedto handle the creation
of GroupEdgesand the visibility of GroupEdgesand regular
Edges.
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From all the above, it should become clear that OPOSSolar
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Collection-Of
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Grouping with no specialized effort, simply through the apCollection-Indexed-Sy
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propriate definitions of models and metaphors. Not only is
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the desired appearanceand behavior of Groups obtained, but
most tasks involved with using Groups can be accomplished
Figure 14: Part of the Cupid schema,as a textual list.
with very few actions on the part of the user. Grouping is a
testamentto the flexibility and extensibility of our approach
to visualization.
5.4 Other Visual Models and Other Data
5.3

A Relational Schema as a Graph

Another group of scientists,working on NMR research,have
used OPOSSUM to develop a very large Relational schema
(over 250 tablesand more than 2000 attributes)for describing
their experiments. They have used another graph-basedvisual metaphor,with rectangularrelation Nodes,oval attribute
Nodes, and vertical placementrepresentingrelation-attribute
relationships. In addition, primary keys are captured by a
darker color and foreign keys relationships are representedas
Edges.An exampleof a small piece of this schemasis shown
in Figure 13. The NMR researchershave found OPOSSUM
very useful in helping them design their large schemasince
it enablesthem to seeits overall structure and easily navigate
around it.
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While two of theprevious examplesusedvisual modelsbased
on directed graphs, Opossumis capable of supporting other
types of model. One example is containment for expressing
parent-child relationships, something usedin Grouping. Another exampleis textual lists, whoselinear natureallows them
to be sorted. Figure 14 shows a portion of the Cupid schema
visualized using a textual list visual model, sorted by class
name. This visual model and metaphoris basically a 2-level
outline, representingMOOSE classesas MainPoints, and relationships asSubPoints.MainPoints arepairs of labels with a
fixed X location andfree Y location. SubPointsinclude labels
beneathand to the right of both the sourceand the destination
of the Relationship. Constraintsensureplacementof the SubPoints below the MainPoints that they connect.
The variety of visual modelsfor schemasalso prove useful

for queries and data. Directed graphs work well for queries;
queries can be considered as pieces of schemawith various
qualifications and operatorsattached.To visualize them, one
only needsto extend a visual model for schemasto include
representationsfor the qualifications and operators.In a similar manner,schemavisualizations can be usedas a template
for representinginstancesof data. Sucha templateworks well
for browsing, but is less useful in showing many instancesat
once (unlessone has a very good automaticlayout program).
For many instances,one can usea textual list, or design a visual model especially for the data, e.g., forming an x-y chart
by mapping attributesof the datato position in theplane,color
and shapeof chart ticks, etc. All theseexamplesdemonstrate
that OPOSSUMhasthe flexibility to be usedasa visualization
andediting tool for schemasandmany other kinds of information.

6 Related Work
As mentioned earlier, the main contribution of OPOSSUM
is its comprehensivesupport for (a) declarative definitions of
data and visual models and metaphorsin a way that is explicit, extensible, and external6 to the databasesystem, (b)
multiple and mixed metaphorsfor visualization, and (c) enhancementsof schemavisualizations with personalinformation and aesthetic preferences. To the best of our knowledge, support for (a) alone makes OPOSSUM the only implementeddatabaseschemamanagerwhose appearanceand
behavior can be declaratively customizedby the user. OPOSSUM is also unique in supporting (c), personalinformation.
Someof the ideas in (a) and (b) can be found in other systems. In this section, we present an overview of the spectrum of related (implementedor paper) systemsand pinpoint
their differences from OPOSSUM. We divide systemsinto
four categories: schemavisualization and manipulation tools
(schemamanagers);query or data visualization tools that use
schemasas templates; query or data visualization tools unrelated to schemas;and user interface tools, which generate
separatestand-alonevisualization tools. For the last two categories,the notion of metaphoris generalizedto capturea mapping from a visual model to arbitrary internal domains, not
simply datamodels. Table 1 summarizesthe overall comparisonthat follows, indicating for eachsystemsurveyedwhether
or not it supportsany of the featuresin (a) and (b). When several systemsare presentedas a group, the characterizationof
the group in parenthesisis used as an identifier. The abbreviations VM and DM are usedto indicate ‘visual model’ and
‘data model’, respectively.
6.1

Schema Toois

Most databasesystemshave a fixed, hard-codedvisual model
and metaphor. Although textual representationsare most
common, there are other frequently used visual metaphors
including tables, graphs (such as E-R diagrams), and icons.
6We view all three ‘ex’ properties as equivalent.
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There are several systemsthat provide multiple metaphors
for visualizing schemas,including ISIS-V [ 131,Sidereus[2],
SUPER [41,IDDS P51, and WINONA [29]. They provide
metaphorchoices from among those listed above, as well as
moreunusualmetaphorssuchas3-D displays and natural languagedialogs with the user. While these systemsprovide a
certain amount of choice, the alternativesarepre-defined and
hard-coded. Alternatively, England and Cooper [ 151suggest
visualizing schemasusing a data visualization tool that permits user-specifiedmappingsof information to icons in a 2-D
space. This system’sflexibility, however, stops at metaphor
definition; the data and visual models are hard-coded.

6.2

Schema Template Tools

The ideaof using schemavisualizations astemplatesfor query
specification or data presentation goes all the way back to
QBE [39] and GUIDE [38] and has been routinely incorporated in many systemsand prototypes.
Although not yet implemented,conceptually the most advanced of these systems (and, in fact, the one that comes
closest to OPOSSUM) is DOODLE [ 121. It offers a visual
declarative language that allows users to define with pictures OODBMS queriesor visualizations of databaseobjects.
DOODLE defines the visual model and metaphor together,
and the former is not separablefrom the latter. Similarities
between OPOSSUM and DOODLE include the declarative
specificationof models and metaphors,the ability to visually
specifymodelsandmetaphors,andthe ability to havemultiple
visual languages,i.e., multiple metaphors.The disadvantages
of DOODLE over OPOSSUMinclude its inability to support
mixed metaphors,andthe fact that DOODLE hasnot yet been
implemented.The advantagesof DOODLE include its ability
to visually specify visual constraints and data visualizations
and the fact that the expressivepower of its languageis well
studied.
On a simpler level, the Relational report generatorsand
forms tools found in most commercial databasesystems(and
some research prototypes [21, 311) allow users to specify
metaphorsfor schemavisualizations to be usedfor query and
datapresentation.Thesemetaphorsare usually defined either
interactively or with a declarativelanguage,andmany of them
may co-exist (i.e., one may usemultiple forms or report definitions for the samedata). The dataand visual modelsin such
systemsare mainly textual, however, and are not extensible.
Finally, there is a multitude of schema template visualization tools in Object-Orienteddatabasesystems,which use
class methods to procedurally define object visualizations
(ADAM [27], DEED [28], ODDS [16], OdeView [l], and
others [32]). They all present the user with a single, mixed
metaphor,whereeachobject canbe seenin oneof many ways.
A limitation of these systemsis that there is no mechanism
to deal with co-existing contradictory or ambiguousvisualizations.

Other Work
SchemaTools
OPOSSUM
(Most systems)
ISIS-V [13], Sidereus[2], SUPER [4], IDDS [25], WINONA [29]

Model Def.
Declarative 1 Extensible
I

Metaphor Def.
Declarative 1 Extensible
I

d

d

1151
SchemaTemplateTools
DOODLE [ 121
(Repon Generators)& (Form Systems)

J

J

J

1PI

4

VM only

VM only
VM only

DM only

DM only
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J
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Metaphor Choice
Multiple Mixed

A-.
xl
A-Partly

J
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Table 1: Comparisonof OPOSSUMwith other related systems.
6.3

Query/Data Visualization

Tools

There are a few systemsthat offer choice in metaphorsfor
query and/or data visualization, though their metaphorsand
models are not extensible. For data visualization, Hy+ [ 141
deals with graph-type data and provides a hard-wired mixed
metaphor to accommodatea grouping abstraction similar to
that of Section 5.2. ‘Iwo other such systemsare Q-PIT [6],
which proposesallowing user-definedmappingsof tuples and
attributes to visual primitives and attributes in a 3-D space
(although there is no concrete suggestionon how this mapping would be accomplished), and PRIMA [33], which allows query results to be viewed at four levels of abstraction.
For query visualization, Catarci et. al. [9] describea powerful framework that usesboth mixed and multiple metaphors;
queriesmay be specifiedin a diagrammatic,form, icon, or hybrid fashion, with procedural transformationsbetweenthem.
6.4

Tool Generators

In our discussionof tool generators(user interface tools), we
view them as a meansto define modelsand metaphorsfor the
tools that they generate,and focus on the properties of their
definitional power. Wedistinguish two categoriesof tool generators,thoseunrelatedand thoserelatedto databasesystems.
Most generaluserinterface tools specify visual modelsprocedurally, though a few, such as HUMANOID [35] and UIDE
[34], allow.description of visual models through expressions
in formal modeling languages.HUMANOID doesnot allow
any description of a data domain, and all data is encapsulated
in the visual primitive types. UIDE permits declarative definitions of the data and visual domains,though its ‘metaphor’
is defined as correspondencesbetween operations on visual
model objects (such as a click of the mouse) and actions on
datamodel object (such as incrementing a value).
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There are severaluser interface tools designedto support
a specific databasesystem and hence a single data model.
Binnacle [5] and Rl [18] are two similar systems for the
nestedRelational data model, which allow procedural specified metaphors,with interface behavior determined through
an extensible description of a finite state automaton. Binnacle allows extensibledescriptionsof the visual model aswell.
There are also severaluser interface tools for object-oriented
datamodels (DUET [26], FaceKit [22], 02Look/ToonMaker
[7], Picasso[30]), which allow the procedural definition of a
single, mixed metaphor,and associatedvisual model. There
are notableexceptions,however,which can deal with several
object-orientedand semanticdata models by capturing their
common characteristics[ll], or deal with a specific objectorientedmodel andusesa single, hard-codedvisual model and
metaphorto automatically generateform and menu-basedinterfacesfrom the databaseschema[ 81.

7 Summary
In the natural world, the Opossumis an animal known for
its acting ability; the expression“playing ‘possum” originates
from its inclination to feign death when startled or alarmed.
The OPOSSUM systemis also an actor: given the script of
model andmetaphordefinitions, it can assume’the role of a direct manipulation editor for schemasfrom virtually any data
model visualized in diverse ways. Not only can OPOSSUM
play many different roles, it can also combine them into a single, mixed role.
OPOSSUMis part of the user interface module of an ongoing effort to develop a desk-top experiment management
system called ZOO. Our future work includes the completion of the implementation of the me&creator through metamodelling; expansionof the methodology usedin OPOSSUM

so that the system can be used for complete query and data
visualization within ZOO; a comprehensiveevaluation of usability of the system;anda study of constraintevaluation techniques that could help expand the capabilities of the system.
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